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Abstract: HR competence is a factor that influences employee performance employees have HR competence and high work motivation hence performance good employees come true. The research method used in research field using a quantitative approach. Data analysis method used multiple regression model analysis. The results of research on test results partial results obtained by the t-count value for the HR competency variable (X1) level significant in the HR competency variable of 0.01 <0.05 means significant, while the value of t table is 2.017 t count > t table (2.652> 2.017), meaning that the variable HR competence has a significant and positive effect on employee performance, the results of the partial test on the variable work motivation (X2) have a significant level of 0.01 < 0.05 means significant and the value of t table is 2.017 t count > t table (3.606> 2.017) means that work motivation has a significant and positive relationship on employee performance, and the results of the simultaneous test show the value of f count 11.123 while the value of f table is 3.22 therefore f count> f table (11.123> 3.22) and a significant value of 0.000 <0.005 means HR competence and work motivation simultaneously has a positive and significant effect on performance employee. Determination Coefficient Value R² 31% is defined as performance employees are influenced by HR competence and work motivation, meanwhile the remaining 69% is the influence of other variables not examined in this research, such as commitment, personality, and loyalty.
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1 Introduction

Human resources have a major role in every organizational activity. As the main key, human resources will determine the success of the implementation of organizational activities. Organizational demands to obtain, develop and maintain quality human resources are increasingly urgent in accordance with the ever-changing dynamics of the environment. This is supported by the opinion of Suwatno & Priansa defined that human resources always play an active and dominant role in human resource owned by an institution, so that human resources can work optimally to jointly achieve goals in accordance with the vision and mission of the organization [3]. In government organizations, the performance of employees in carrying out tasks or work is often not in accordance with what society expects. They often make mistakes that shouldn't happen, for example, they often don't come to work and don't really comply with working hours regulations. This will have bad consequences for the organization because work often cannot be completed at the allotted time or a lot of time is not used properly. In addition, the phenomenon is that there are still employees who take advantage of work time to do other things outside of work. This results in low employee performance because his attention is divided with activities outside of his obligations as a public servant, so that the employee does not totally provide self-devotion to the organization [16]. To realize the government's vision, employees in the South Sumatra government office need to be given human resource
development in order to have good quality human resources because the employees who work there are people who are appointed by the government to occupy a certain position that is directed to ensure the implementation the task of government, development in an efficient and effective manner [22]. Development can be done in various ways, for example education and training (training), involving employees in learning assignments for formal education, and other activities. The large number of training participants who were not adjusted to the career development plan resulted in the training participants after returning, they did not get promotion placements or development according to their potential [6]. This causes disappointment for the employees. The tendency that occurs in government organizations is that there are employees who don't have a workload and instead cause problems in the office, for example they are less active in doing their jobs, so to provide a way out these employees are trained.

2 Literature Review

Human resources have a major role in every organizational activity. This is supported by the opinion of that human resources always play an active and dominant role in every organization, because human resources are planners, actors and determinants of the realization of organizational goals [15]. According to Panjaitan and Sinaga, Human Resources are people who work and function as organizational/company assets that can be counted (quantitative), and HR is the potential that drives the organization [14]. Thus, human resources are a vital factor for the sustainability of an organization and are the most decisive in measuring the success of achieving organizational goals [9]. The human resources in question are people who are ready to use and have the ability to achieve the goals of the organization. Development is an activity to improve the ability of employees by increasing knowledge and understanding of general knowledge including increasing mastery of theory, decision making in dealing with organizational problems [1]. From the understanding of development put forward by the experts above, this development can be said to be a process of increasing capacity or long-term education to improve conceptual abilities, decision-making abilities and expand human relations (human relations) to achieve general goals that are carried out systematically and organized and carried out by its managerial staff (upper and middle level). So, in this case development is aimed at managers or staff so that they are better able to manage an organization through decision making and expanding human relations [13].

[24] states that Human Resource Development is a planned effort made by management to improve employee competence and performance of an organization through training, education and development programs [7;19]. Meanwhile, [2] states that Human Resource Development can be understood as individual preparation of an employee to assume different or higher responsibilities within the organization. Development usually relates to increasing the intellectual or emotional abilities needed to advance to a better job. Human resource development is based on the fact that these individuals or employees need developing knowledge, skills and abilities so that they are able to work well. HR development can be realized through career development, education, and training. Then the dependence of the organization on the recruitment of new human resources will be reduced [10].

Based on some of the opinions above, it can be concluded that Human Resource development is an effort made by management to improve employee competence and the performance of an organization through education, training and development programs. Employee performance is a very important thing in the efforts of the organization/company to achieve its goals [23]. Employee performance is the result of the behavior of members of the organization, where the actual goal to be achieved is through behavior [11]. To find out the size of the organization's performance, a performance appraisal is carried out. Performance appraisal is the process of evaluating how well employees are doing their jobs when compared to standards and then communicating that information to employees. Development of human resources and control is an integral part in producing employee performance, namely: "Development of Human Resources and control is something that is absolutely carried out by organizations to control activities that have been planned previously. With the aim of improving employee performance effectively and efficiently [8]. Human resource development aims to produce organizational human resources that are reliable and have competencies according to the needs of the organization. The goal of human resource development is ultimately to create employees who have good performance by increasing their ability to perform better [4]. If the previous employee's performance was positive, then the development given aims to further improve the employee's performance in the process of climbing the career ladder. Meanwhile, if the previous performance was negative, the purpose of human resource development is to improve it so that it becomes good and positive.

3 Methodologies

The type of research used by the author is explanatory research, namely research that aims to analyze the influence of one variable on another, using a quantitative approach. Explanatory research is research that intends to explain the position of the variables studied and the relationship between one variable and another [20]. Furthermore Sugiyono explains, the quantitative method is a research method based on the philosophy of positivism, used to examine the population of a particular sample, sampling techniques are generally random, data collection uses research instruments, data analysis is
Data collection techniques used in this study are: Questionnaire (questionnaire), namely primary data collection techniques in the form of a list of questions or statements on the subject matter with reference to research variables [5]. Documentation, namely secondary data collection techniques using records or documents at the research location as well as other sources relevant to the object of research.

The data analysis technique used in this study is a quantitative technique, namely to test the effect of the independent variables and the dependent variable. The statistical methods used are:

1. Validity Test
   Validity test is used to determine the level of validity (validity) of statements in the questionnaire. Testing will be carried out by analyzing the correlation method using SPSS V.20.0 software for windows. If $r_{\text{count}} \geq r_{\text{table}}$ (sig. 0.05) then the instrument or question items have a significant correlation with the total score (declared valid).

2. Reliability Test
   Reliability test is used to determine the level of reliability of the questionnaire or the extent to which the measurement results remain consistent. By paying attention to the characteristics of the variables to be tested, based on the formulation of the hypothesis, namely:
   - $H_0 : \rho \leq 0$ there is no positive impact between Employee Performance and Human Resource Development.
   - $H_a : \rho > 0$ there is a positive impact between Employee Performance and Human Resource Development.

To be able to draw conclusions about the hypothesis above, it is done by comparing the value of $t_{\text{count}}$ with $t_{\text{table}}$ with a significant level of 5% and degrees of freedom (df) = n - 2 was chosen because it is a significant level commonly used in social science research which is also considered quite strict to represent the relationship of the variables studied.

The criteria for rejecting and requesting the hypothesis $H_0$ are as follows:
   - a. If $t_{\text{count}} > t_{\text{table}}$, then $H_0$ is in the rejection area, meaning that $H_a$ is accepted/has a significant influence.
   - b. If $t_{\text{count}} < t_{\text{table}}$ then $H_0$ is in the acceptance area, meaning that $H_a$ is rejected / has no significant effect. Withdrawals are made based on hypothesis testing and criteria set by the theory for the problem under study.

Fig. 1. Flowchart

4 Results and Discussion

Based on the research results of testing the Source Development variable Human Resources on Employee Performance at the Office of the Management Agency Finance Area Regency Takalar show that there is influence Which positive And significant. An organization or corporate agency can run well when organization or agency the own ability source Power good human. According to Nawawi Resources Man is person Which Work And function as asset organization/company that can be counted (quantitative), and HR is potency Which become mover organization.

Human resource development and control constitute an integral part in producing employee performance like Which put forward by Siagian, that is: "Development Source Power Man And control is matter Which absolute held by or ganization For control activities previously planned, with the aim of increasing performance employee effectively and efficient" [17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Results study based on identity respondent seen from type sex is known that man as much 55 person (63.953%) and women 31 people (36.047%). Based on the age of the respondents it is known from age 21 – 30 year as much 2 person (2.326%), age from 31 – 40 year as much 39 person (45.349%), age from 41 – 50 year as much 42 person (48.837%) and age 51 year to on as much 3 person (3.488%).

Table 2. Results study taken from Age of Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Age Respondent</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>21-30 year</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31-40 year</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>45,349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41-50 year</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48,837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&gt; 51 year</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the level of education, it is known that the number of respondents who educated high school/high school as much as 1 person (1.163%). There are Bachelor Degrees (D3) 12 people (13.953%) who are educated Bachelor (S1) as
many as 53 people (61.628%), and those with postgraduate education Bachelor (S2) as much 20 person (23.256%). Based on class respondents were known to be group II/A – II/D as many as 11 people (12.790%), group III/A – III/D as many as people (84.884%), and those who have class IV/A-D – IV/D as much 2 people (2.326%). In matter This majority employee respondents are grouped between III/A – III/D. Based on years of service, the number of respondents whose working period was 5-10 years was 42 person (48.837%), Which period it works 11 – 15 year as much 36 person(41.861%), whose working period is 16-20 years as many as 5 people (5.814%), and those with more than 21 years of service were 3 people (3.488%). In matter This seen that they Already Enough experienced in carry out their duties.

Table 3. Number of Respondents from Level of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Level of Education</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Senior high school</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bachelor degree (D3)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13,953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bachelor (S1)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>61,628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Postgraduate education (S2)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Answers from Respondents taken from their Level of Education

Based on results study tabulation answer respondent, indicator Education and Training has a greater influence on performance compared with indicator other. Respondents Which choose very agree on statement the as much 43 person or as big 50% with a score of 215 and a total score of 384. The results of this study are appropriate with condition employee. Development No Can separated from education and training. This development can work optimally when carried out in planned and systematic ways fundamental and systematic.

Based on indicator Activity Non-training, is known that develop themselves by independent learning or learning through a organization can affect employee attitudes and performance. It is visible from the answers of respondents who chose to strongly agree as many as 23 people or by 26.744% with a score of 115 and a total score of 363. That in accordance with study earlier Which done by Siregar with the research title The Effect of Source Development Human Power to Performance Employee (Studies Case On Service Communications City Medan) Which state that Activity Non-training Also have influence on Performance Employee. Based on the indicators of Learning Tasks on Employee Performance it is known that respondent Which choose very agree as much 34 person or as big 39.535% with score 170 And total score as big 373. In accordance with guidelines in lan And Ministry of Agriculture (2007), Wrong One effort to improve the professional ability of employees is through assignments learn to attend formal education in Universities and Institutes Which accredited.

Based on indicator Promotion to Performance Employee, seen that respondent Which choose very agree as much 7 person or of 8.140% with a score of 35 and a total score of 339. As wrong one development effort, promotion is highly expected by every employee because employees will get material rights, for example increase income, repair facility, whereas right nonmaterial for example status social, flavor proud. Matter the in accordance with theory Notoadmodjo [12] which state that importance promotion for employee is as Wrong One “rewards” and “incentives” (reward stimulants) in the form of promotions can increase a person's work productivity employee.
Influence development source power man based on results simple linear regression analysis shows that the value of the regression coefficient worth positive, so that can be said that development source power man influential positive on performance employee.

Human Resource Development is a planned effort that carried out by management to improve employee competence and performance of an organization through training programs, education, and development. Resource Development Man stand on fact that individual or employee the requires developing knowledge, skills, and abilities so they can Work with Good.

Based on research results, The Effect of Resource Development Humans show that partially (t test) the results of the test are known significance show that there is mark t count as big 2.377 > t table 1.992 and it is also known that the significance value (Sig.) is 0.020 < probability 0.05. Mark the can prove hypothesis accepted, Which means that "There is Influence Which positive And significant between variable Development Source Power Man to performance Employee". Research result This strengthened with research that done which states that there is influence Which significant between variable Development Source Power Man on Performance Employee.

Viewed from coefficient determination (R Square), Development HR influential Positive to Performance Employee with total influence as big 6.3%. Influence positive This meaning the more increasing HR development of an employee will affect the enhancement Performance Employee the as Which put forward by Simamora, performance is size success organization in achieving its mission [18]. An organization or corporate agency will can run well if the organization or agency has ability source Power man Which Good in achievement objective established organization. Therefore, all efforts are needed For increase quality resource man which owned.

5 Conclusions

After results discussed in the previous section, it is clear that the aim of this research is to know influence Development Source Power Man to Performance Employee. Based on formula problem as well as results analysis data And discussion in study This, so can concluded that variable Development Human Resources has a positive (2.377) and significant (0.020) effect to Performance Employee or can said that Development Human Resources has a positive and significant effect
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